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Actuality 
When you buy used car, you never know for sure its past:    

 whether  he got into serious accidents;          

 what is his mileage;           

  how often was he repaired?    

 With purchasing of a car, as a rule, you get a lot of daily tasks: choosing a quality workshop;  
wasting time for car wash, tire service, service station; choosing goods or store for a motorist.     

 Own knowledge is not always enough, it remains to rely on the opinions of others. And here it is 
logical to combine all opinions in one service. In other words, we all need a service that will help solve 
all the tasks of a motorist in just a few clicks.   

   The advantages of such service are very wide:        

1.   formation of a reliable history of each car in   BLOCKCHAIN;       

2.   saving time in choosing the best offer on the market;      

3.   saving money with getting a service from a trusted seller;     

 4.   rank formation of the best companies in the market.         

Exactly such a service became the ClickAuto. 



The platform  
  The ClickAuto platform is an ecosystem that forms a transparent history of the car by combining in a 
single chain all the representatives of the life of the car that helps:         

Тhe car buyer get a transparent history of the car with the help of a service providing the history of car 
maintenance in BLOCKCHAIN. 

Тhe seller of the car to increase the demand and the value of his car by keeping the history of his car in 
BLOCKCHAIN. 

Certified workshops increase profits by gaining new customers and fixing them with themselves through the 
introduction of a service that concentrates motorists, a smart marketing module and enabling the ability of their 
customers to record a service history in BLOCKCHAIN.

State services implement electronic document management (electronic vehicle registration document), reduce 
the time of data exchange between departments and structural units, through the introduction of a distributed 
database in BLOCKCHAIN.              



Solving of users task
For each group of users there are a number of advantages of using the service  ClickAuto. 

To the car buyer the service is convenient for: 

 Verifying transparent car history from anywhere in the world in just a few clicks; 

 Reception of a service of one window at registration of the car / reception of an insurance policy / 
payment of obligatory payments, penalties, taxes .

To the seller of the car service is convenient for:

 Receiving quality services from certified partners; 

 Management a transparent history of the car and increasing the demand and cost of his car in the 
secondary market; 
 Getting a guarantor from the partner's service about the authenticity of the car's history;

 Getting the best offers on the market from project partners.

To certified partners service is convenient for: 

 Increasing of profits by holding the motorist, by providing a guarantee of transparency of history for 
serving customers;  
 Providing a transparent history record service to customers; 

 Attracting new customers; 

 Receiving feedback from customers. 

To state services service is convenient for:

 Introduction of electronic document management (electronic vehicle registration document);

 Collection and processing data of cars;

 Agitation work with motorists; 

 Instantaneous data exchange between departments;

 Receiving complaints and suggestions;   
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Release of ClickAuto tokens
Crowd sale of tokens is not available to citizens and residents of the US and Canada. 

Fundraising and emission of tokens СlickAuto designed to finance: 

 Development of a decentralized registry based on the Ethereum platform and payment 
service, and concomitant software; 

 Marketing and advertising of ClickAuto service; 

 Optimization of the service to the national characteristics of other countries; 

 Organization of representative offices of the company in 12 countries of the world.

ClickAuto will release the maximum fixed number of tokens equal to 100 million AutoCach tokens 
based on the WAVES platform. 

 2% reserved for BOUNTY company 

5% reserved for bonuses on Presale ICO 

5% reserved for bonuses on the SEED round ICO 

10% are reserved for bonuses to participants within the ClickAuto system 

25% reserved for team and project partners

 53% are reserved for sale in three rounds of ICO  

You can buy tokens from 28.08.2017 on the WAVES DEX exchange. 

 Tokens are a means of payment in the system, to pay for goods and services.  

The ClickAuto tokens are an asset of the company. The company distributes 20% of net income  

 Among all owners of AutoCach tokens proportionally. 15% of the company's net income                                 

 Will bе sent to buy tokens at market value quarterly.  



Stages of ICO
   1. Pre-sale (August 2017г)   

     At this stage, 5 million AutoCash will be sold. Cap - $ 250,000. Cost 1 AutoCash = $ 0.05 

The collected funds will be used to prepare the ClickAuto service for public launch, marketing, 

and ICO seed-round preparation.   Distribution of funds will take place by bringing in ESCROW.

  

  2. ICO seed-round (October 2017г)    

    On ICO seed-round will be sold 20 million AutoCash. Cap- $ 5,000,000. Cost 1 AutoCash = $ 
0.25. 

The collected funds will go to the development of a distributed register based on Ethereum, 

the development of a payment system within the network, the development of related software, 

product marketing and connection of partners in 35 cities in Russia.    Distribution of funds will 
take place by bringing in ESCROW.  

 

3. ICO (May 2018г)    

    On the ICO will be sold 28 million AutoCash. Cap- $ 9,800,000. Cost 1 AutoCash = $ 0.35. 

Translation of business logic to blockchain. Optimization of the service for national peculiarities of 

countries, opening representative offices, opening representative offices in Brazil, Korea, China, 
Singapore, India, Chile, Mexico, Colombia, Costa Rica, Japan, Finland, Germany and global marketing.   

Distribution of funds will take place by bringing in ESCROW.                               

The market and the industry 
The automotive industry is one of the largest industries in the world. Below are some figures.

 According to the results of research by the company «Wards Auto», there were already more 
than 980 million cars in the world in 2010.

  According to the consulting company "LMC Automotive" for 2016, 93 million new cars were 
sold in the world.

 In Russia, in 2016, 1.4 million new cars were sold in accordance with the Association of 
European Businesses AEB. 

On February 2016, the State Automobile Inspectorate of Russia registered more than 44 million 
cars, over 6 million trucks, 890,000 buses, 2.2 million units of motor transport and more than 3 million 
trailers and semitrailers. Which is more than 56 million vehicles.

  According to the company LeasePlan cost of ownership of the car in different countries ranges 
from 364 euro to 708 euro per month. 

Most of cost of car maintenance is spent on repairs - 37% of all spending. Another significant 
part is made up of taxes - 20% of the total amount, another 13% goes for insurance and 9% for 
scheduled maintenance, which includes preparation for the winter season. Thus, only 16% remains for 
fuel. 

According to LeasePlan, in Russia the weighted average monthly costs for the car are 468 euro. 
In 35 cities of Russia with a population of more than 500 thousand people, the number of auto service 
exceeds 25600 according to the information service 2GIS. 

According to the analytical agency "AutoStat" the number of car dealers in Russia in January 
2017 was about 3800 units.                



Profit formation of ClickAuto 
ClickAuto plans to receive 1% from certified partners from providing access to the blockchain registry 
for entering data into the system about car maintenance. 

What is in different countries and different periods of life of the car is $ 0.38-3.84 per month. At the  
rate of 12/08/2017.

And also ClickAuto plans to receive income from partner programs with automakers, and other market 
participants. Sales of advertising space in the structural units of the TV show, Automobile magazine, 
marketing within the mobile application.

№ Calculation of Economy Value Commentary

1
Profit from a unit in US dollars (marginal 
revenue, participate in the calculation of 
only variable costs)

1,9$ Average monthly profit from one car in 
the system

2 Estimated number of clients in the region 1 000 000 000 Number of cars in the world

3 Estimated number of clients in the region 56 000 000 Number of registered cars in Russia

4 Our market share% 1,5 In the moment

5 Potential number of our clients 840 000 Today

6 Number of purchases in the system 12 12 months a year

7 The potential of the market segment 1 900 000 000,00$ Monthly turnover

8 Potential of our share 1 596 000,00$ Monthly turnover

9 Customer acquisition channel 70,00% Direct sales (connection of a partner 
company)

12 Channel 2, share in % 30% Product Marketing

15 Channel costs per year 2 756 000,00$ Management and marketing costs

16 Profit per segment per year 16 396 000,00$ In Russia now

10 Cost of 1 client in the channel 0,9$

1) 650 $ salary of the sales manager

2) 550 $ salary of the marketing specialist

3) 1500 $ travel / transportation / 
operating expenses

4) Number of partners involved per month 
3

5) The cost of attracting one partner 900 $

6) On average, one partner serves 1,000 
cars per month

11 Channel costs per year 756 000,00$

13 Cost of 1 client in the channel 7,9$ Creation of Informational occasion about 
the product (Internet / TV / press)

14 Channel costs per year 2 000 000



Roadmap
Currently, the clickAuto service is available at clickauto.club, clickauto.info, and in Google play.

  Plan of upcoming events:

PreSaleICO 
August 2017

SeedRoundICO 
October 2017

ICO
Май 2018

January 2017

Team 
building 
activities

Studying of the auto industry 
market, setting priorities, 
defining the direction of the 
project development

Searching solutions 
for 
implementation

Development of 
business logic of the 
system operation

Development 
of the project 
architecture

Creation of 
prototype

Marketing and 
preparation ICO

Launching a product 
marketing company

Platform 
development

Testing and 
analyzing of 
system

Integration of the 
platform with the 
blockchain

Release of 
BETA version 
of Blockchain 

Testing and 
auditing the 
system

Official launch 
of the project

The system will be implemented on the 
blockchain  technology and conditionally consist 
of 4 main parts:
1) The system of payment (exchanger: fiat - bill 
of exchange - tokens)
2) The system of distributed registries
3) Application for working with the system, input 
information
4) A public resource, a web interface for viewing 
the history of the car

Q2 2019

Launch of the 
service in 35 
cities of Russia

Connect 600 
community 
service points

Connecting 
850 thousand 
participants

Optimization of the 
service for the national 
characteristics of other 
countries

Launching the Service 
and opening a 
representative office 
in Japan / Korea / 
China / Singapore

Launching the Service and 
opening a representative 
office in Germany / Finland / 
India

Launch of the Service and 
opening a representative 
office in Brazil / Chile / 
Mexico / Colombia / Costa 
Rica

Global Product Marketing



The team  
     ClickAuto team has more than 10 years of experience in creating business structures of varying degrees of 
complexity. We have more than 7 years of experience in mobile technology. The overall team of the project is 12 
people.

Stepan Mukhotin, SEO. Since 2011, he founded the company ‘’ViscosesilkPartyCompanyLimited’’ to provide 
flocking services. He achieved the automation of business with its subsequent sale. In 2012, organized the work 
of the marketing department from scratch in the LLC "WirthMarket" - the creation of marketing sites. Created his 
own system of interaction with customers. The coefficient of effectiveness of marketing investments for 2014 
was 1.13 compared to 0.2 in 2013. Analysis of market conditions, development of strategy and marketing 
budgets. Achievements - development of a comprehensive marketing plan for the company's development. In 
2016 he founded the company LLC " ClickAuto ".  Now he is developing a marketing strategy for the development 
of the company, analyzing the competitive environment, SWOT analysis, creating a sales department, managing 
advertising, recruiting, training and adapting staff. He created the brands "Stix", "VirtMarket", "ClickAuto". 
Maximum number of hired 20 persons.

Prutovyh Artem, Service Station. Technical director and partner of the project. Since 2012, he held managerial 
positions in companies of various sizes, managed both commercial departments and IT departments. More than 
7 years of practical experience in developing Web-projects, applications related to mobile devices. Since January 
2017, the head of the development department of ClickAuto 

Kaparushkin Semen, COO.  Executive director and partner of the project. From 2007 to 2010 he created and was 
actively developing his own advertising agency LLC "Left Coast". Since 2013, he became a partner of the 
company engaged in the construction and sale of construction materials SMU "KIT-Invest." He took over 
operational management and business development, brought the company to the international market. In 2015, 
he became the founder and partner of the company "Siberia Partner Construction" in Mongolia. In January 2017, 
he joined the ClickAuto team.

Memnonov Timofey, Head of the Promotion Department. From 2007 to 2012 he was a video director of the 
television of the Siberian Federal University. Since 2013, the creator and inspirer of the company “Invarts”, 
engaged in the production of commercial video and booking of city and federal companies. From 2015, he 
brought the company to the top of the city's media promotions.

Ivanov Alexey, Head of IT department. Entrepreneur, system administrator, SPD specialist. Since 2003, he has 
been engaged in the development of the largest providers of Krasnoyarsk (OrionTelecom, WrightSight, etc.) 
Currently he is the founder and head of ''Vozdukh’’ LLC - a company that provides telecommunication services, 
services for the introduction of advertising and services for users in open Wi-Fi networks, and Also identification 
of users in compliance with legislative requirements. Since 2017 participates in the development of the project 
ClickAuto as a consultant, development manager and IT. Project Partner. 


